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RB 2 on the Abbot (5) 

 

Most of RB 2 has to do with the abbot’s teaching and action, which 

correspond to two fundamentals of the Rule: doctrine and discipline. The 

last part of RB 2 consists of final recommendations that both summarize 

the main points of the chapter and articulate some of the key principles 

that will be encountered in the course of the Rule. In fact, as we will see, 

the best key to interpreting this section of RB 2 is to read it through the 

lens of RB 72. 

 

31[The abbot] must know what a difficult and demanding burden he 

has undertaken: directing souls and serving a variety of 

temperaments, coaxing, reproving and encouraging them as 

appropriate.  32He must so accommodate and adapt himself to each 

one’s character and intelligence that he will not only keep the flock 

entrusted to his care from dwindling, but will rejoice in the increase 

of a good flock. 

 

Notice Benedict’s sense of urgency. He will repeatedly say the abbot must 

know this and must think that, and he will use such expressions as “above 

all” to add extra weight. The urgency here seems to have roots in Benedict’s 

personal experience of being abbot. He knew some of the burdens of the 



office firsthand. Unlike the author of RM, who thought that being the 

superior was an honor, and that it was good for the brothers to strive to 

become abbot, Benedict saw it as a difficult and demanding position, as well 

as a path of purification and growth. Moreover, he makes no attempt to 

smooth over the bumps and ridges of any community configuration: there 

may be unity and commonality, but the uniqueness of each member must 

be taken into account.  

 

In describing the necessary adaptation to each, Benedict uses terms similar 

to those used earlier in the chapter but with a more positive tone. The main 

point is to win the brothers over and to encourage them to seek the greater 

good. For some it will take the soft touch of coaxing; for others it will take 

the firmer touch of being called to order. The focus, however, is on the 

other, on what promotes him, on what is best for him. Benedict is applying 

to the abbot what he recommends to all in RB 72.7: “No one is to pursue 

what he judges better for himself, but instead, what he judges better for 

someone else.” The increase of the flock here is especially the increase of 

spiritual health and well-being. Increase in numbers would be a secondary 

effect.  

 

Benedict now goes on to introduce a new theme: 

 

33Above all, [the abbot] must not show too great concern for the 

fleeting and temporal things of this world, neglecting or treating 

lightly the welfare of those entrusted to him.  34Rather, he should 

keep in mind that he has undertaken the care of souls for whom he 



must give an account.  35That he may not plead lack of resources as 

an excuse, he is to remember what is written, “Seek first the kingdom 

of God and His justice, and all these things will be given you as well,” 

(Matt 6:33), 36and again, “Those who fear Him lack nothing,” (Ps 

33[34]:10). 

 

So, it’s people before things and the spiritual before the material. The Latin 

expression salus animarum allows Benedict to say two things at once: the 

absolute priority is ‘the welfare of persons’ or, the other meaning, ‘the 

salvation of souls’. The other key word, care (solicitudo), is most often used 

in the Rule regarding the weak. The rather formidable thought that the 

abbot will have to give an account for others is a consequence of the general 

situation described earlier in the chapter: the Lord alone is the owner of the 

household; the abbot is a placeholder or vicar; it is for that role that he will 

have to give an account. All the more reason for him to constantly hold the 

brothers up in prayer to the Lord, the real householder. 

 

The topic of the lack of resources may reflect the real circumstances of 

Benedict’s day. But the main thing is that he grounds the whole of the 

abbot’s service—and by extension the whole community—on Jesus’ teaching 

in the Sermon on the Mount: “Seek first the kingdom of God” It is also an 

opportunity for Benedict to emphasize the fundamental attitude that 

characterizes the entire Rule, namely, the fear of the Lord. In fact, this 

context provides many insights into the meaning of this notion. To live in 

the fear of the Lord is to live for him, to trust him, to prioritize everything 

in relation to him. Fear of the Lord is radical gospel confidence that nothing 



will be lacking. We then come to the conclusion: 

 

37The abbot must know that anyone undertaking the charge of souls 

must be ready to account for them.  38Whatever the number of 

brothers he has in his care, let him realize that on judgment day he 

will surely have to submit a reckoning to the Lord for all their souls 

— and indeed for his own as well.  39In this way, while always fearful 

of the future examination of the shepherd about the sheep entrusted 

to him and careful about the state of others’ accounts, he becomes 

concerned also about his own, 40and while helping others to amend by 

his warnings, he achieves the amendment of his own faults. 

 

Again, the atmosphere of the times may have given Benedict and his 

contemporaries a sense of urgency about being prepared for the last days. 

But instead of emphasizing a sense of doom or warning his readers about 

the shortness of time, he sees the impending moment of accounting as 

motivation for virtuous living in the present. Here he makes no separation 

between the abbot’s responsibility for the brothers in his care and his 

responsibility for his own soul. Together, he and the brothers need to amend 

their faults while there is still time. Benedict’s acknowledgment of the 

abbot’s failings is clearly not meant to detract from his authority or to 

discourage him from playing his role. Rather, it is a way of emphasizing 

once again the nature of the community: “‘whether slave or free, we are all 

one in Christ,’ and share alike in bearing arms in the service of the one 

Lord.” 

 



As the Rule goes on, certain elements of this chapter 2 reappear from time 

to time, for instance when it comes to other key roles in the community 

like that of the cellarer or the deans. These general elements, then, end up 

applying to all of us at some point in our monastic lives. There are moments 

when we need to be taking into account the uniqueness of each and deal 

with others in a gentle, compassionate way. Meanwhile, in dealing with so 

much difference and complexity, we learn reliance on grace for what is 

beyond our human ability. There are other moments when an important 

truth is at stake, and therefore a word of teaching or warning is needed. 

Over and over again in different circumstances there will be need to assert 

the priority of the spiritual over material or practical considerations. And, 

finally, everything in the monastery needs to be informed by the fear of 

God, which, as we saw in this chapter, is rooted in radical confidence in 

God, on whom we depend for everything, and who will never allow us to 

lack what we most need.  

 

The essence of this long chapter on the abbot will be summarized beautifully 

at the end of the Rule in chapter 72 on the good zeal: 

 

7No one is to pursue what he judges better for himself, but instead, 

what he judges better for someone else.  8To their fellow monks they 

show the pure love of brothers; 9to God, loving fear 10to their abbot, 

unfeigned and humble love.  11Let them prefer nothing whatever to 

Christ, 12and may he bring us all together to everlasting life. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 


